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Perhaps no occasion had arisen to interest the Englishmen
at home in colonial legislation. It was this indifference o£
the British Parliament that indirectly helped the colonists
to build up separate legislatures which tkej regarded as
supreme within their territories.* 3> 2- * ' ^	c 5
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But when the increase of public debt after the con-
clusion of the Seven Years War compelled the British
Parliament to search for further sources of revenues, the
question of colonial taxation came to the front. No doubt
the Acts of Trade enforced by the Parliament did indirectly
tax the colonies, but the evasion of these Acts, connived at
even by the customs officers, had not told on the colonists'
purse. And no sooner the Stamp Act was passed than
matters assumed a new aspect and the different colonies,
till then having no bond of union amongst themselves, but
now confronted by a common invasion on their freedom
from Parliamentary taxation, of which they had begun to
have sub-consciousness, frtood like one man to frustrate this
new inroad of the British Parliament. They stood by the
maxim 'No taxation without Representation', the first
commandment in the Englishman's Political Bible. No
arguments on the part oi: the Parliament, that till then the
colonies had not objected to the Acjts of Trade_ jvhich really
Virginia insisted upon, and even  Pennsylvania,  with its population com-
pounded of English, Dutch, and Swedes, manifested not a little of the same
spirit of independent self-direction."   Ibid. p. 281.
* Speaking of the Colonists, in his speech on American conciliation,
Burke said that the colonies " had formed within themselves, either by royal
instruction or royal charter, assemblies so exceedingly resembling a parlia-
ment, in all their forms, functions, and powers, that it was impossible they
should not imbibe some opinion of a similar "authority.... ..Therefore as
the colonies prospered and increased to a numerous and mighty people,
spreading over a very great tract of the globe, it was natural they should
attribute to assemblies so respectable in their formal constitution some
part of the dignity of the great nation which they represented* No longer
tied to bylaws, these assemblies made acts of aJi sorts and in all
ever." Quoted by \TOson, -The State,1 p, 280,

